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Oster/Las Pilitas Quarry Update

APRIL, 2015

Planning Commission Decision to DENY Quarry

APPEALED
NEW Hearing @ Board of Supervisors
Tuesday, May 12, 2015

This Limited
Liability
Corporation wants:

SLO County Govt. Center 9:00 a.m.
• To annually extract
500,000 tons of granite rock for
up to the next 58 years.
• Waivers exempting them
from existing ordinances to
import and crush undisclosed
amounts of used concrete and
asphalt and from screening
material stockpiles from view.
• To generate an average of
273 daily gravel truck trips, with
up to 800 daily truck trips for
large projects.
• To remove a mountaintop
adjacent to residents by blasting
(explosives).

WRONG PROJECT - WRONG LOCATION
On February 5, 2015, the SLO County Planning Commission
voted to deny this large scale industrial project proposal. Truth and
the county’s own land use policies informed that decision. BUT IT’S
NOT OVER...Las Pilitas Resources, LLC has appealed the decision
to the Board of Supervisors and a well funded marketing of
misinformation is underway. The applicant is dismissive of the
significant impacts to the community. But by being well informed and
taking action, each of us can make a diﬀerence in helping uphold the
denial and ensuring the future safety and livability of our community.

• To make Hwy 58 an
industrial haul route without
funding improvements needed
to adequately address public
safety.
• To use OUR extremely
limited water resources to
produce a product we already
have adequate supply of.

TAKE ACTION
• Make plans and ATTEND the May 12, 2015 Board of Supervisors Appeal Hearing
@ the County Government Center in San Luis Obispo
Your presence MAKES A DIFFERENCE whether you plan to speak or not.

• Write the Board of Supervisors with your concerns - e-mail: boardofsups@co.slo.ca.us
• Request to meet with individual Board members to share your concerns.
• For more information, visit http://margaritaproud.com/get-involved.html
• Share information and encourage others to attend hearing.
SEE OTHER SIDE FOR MORE !
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TRUTH MATTERS
1. This project is NOT
associated with Hanson’s Santa
Margarita Quarry. This would be
an entirely new quarry with an
entirely new haul route, Hwy. 58, a
rural roadway not suitable for an
industrial transportation corridor.

2. The proposal is NOT for a
small ranch quarry. Las Pilitas
Resources LLC is seeking a permit
for a large industrial scale quarry that
could extract up to 500,000 tons
annually (nearly 75% of the amount
Hanson is permitted to extract). In
drastic contrast to the existing
Hanson operation nearby:
• The haul route would send all
trucks through town via a dangerous
rural arterial route (Hwy. 58) that
includes many residences, a school, a
community park, and a rail crossing.
• A steep entrance and
constrained boundaries do not
accommodate staging of the large
number of trucks or screening of
operations and stockpiles.
• A cluster of residences on small
parcels zoned Residential Rural (RR)
surround the parcel on the south and
west sides.
3. A Conditional Use Permi
(discretionary action) transfers with
the land, not with individuals.
The permit will last for up to 58 years.
Transfer of ownership is common in
the industry and could occur at any
time if the project were to be
approved.
4. The specific parcel proposed
to be mined is zoned Rural
Lands (RL). Quarries/mines are
an “allowable” (potentially
permissible/not a guaranteed
entitlement) use within Rural Lands
as well as Agricultural (Ag)and

Residential Rural (RR) land use
categories (zoning). So while there
are areas known to contain mineral
resources, it would NOT be
accurate to categorize any specific
site as being “zoned for mining”.
The intent of the discretionary
permit process, which is required
for any mining application, is to
determine suitability/compatibility
on a specific project by project
basis. Obviously some locations
will be better suited than others
with regard to surrounding land
uses and character of surrounding
communities. (see ClassificationDesignation sidebar).
5. Water - Quarries use large
quantities of water. The amount of
water Las Pilitas Resources LLC
has claimed they will use has been a
moving target and does not align
with usage at other quarries of
similar scale. Additionally, the
amount of water available (supply
from Salinas River) is not suﬃcient
to sustain such an intensive use and
would be at the expense of others.
6. Need - No shortage of
aggregate resources exists
within existing quarries. Ample
resources exist that are already
earmarked to meet future demand
(see SMGB sidebar). This aﬀords the
ability to carefully consider
appropriateness of mining sites to
their surroundings. No need exists
to approve any proposals that
compromise livability, character, or
safety of surrounding communities.
7. Crossroad - Approval of this
project would tip the balance away
from that of a livable community
with desirable character. Santa
Margarita would become little more
than an industrial mining town.

SEE OTHER SIDE FOR MORE !

The SMGB
The State Mining and Geology Board
(SMGB) is a Sacramento based board
dominated by mining interests. It began
in 1885 as The Board of Trustees
overseeing the Bureau of Mines.
The SMGB is the body responsible for
the California Geological Survey (CGS),
a 50 year demand study that the mining
industry cites as evidence of a shortfall
in aggregate to fill our future needs.
However, the study omits a number of
existing sources of aggregate and the
conclusion does not acknowledge
significant amounts of aggregate
resources within existing quarries
already earmarked in the San Luis
Obispo County General Plan.
When all available information
is considered, THERE IS NO
SHORTAGE OF AGGREGATE

Classification-Designation
of Mineral Lands
The SMGB is also the body responsible
for the little known process
Classification-Designation of Mineral
Lands. The state geologist identifies and
maps areas throughout California that
contain “mineral resources”. The
SMGB, under the Department of
Conservation, carries out the stepped
process of Classification-Designation.
• Identification and mapping of
mineral resources is NOT SITE
SPECIFIC. Vast areas are
identified with the knowledge
that all are not suitable for
mining.
• Identification of a resource
does not address the suitability
of specific project proposals.
• Designation by the state is
NOT related to how a parcel is
“zoned”.
• Individual counties, NOT the
state, make local land use
decisions.
• Classification-Designation
offers NO special protection
from the basic purpose of land
use planning to address
compatibility between uses.
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